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(54) Title: STRETCH FILM WINDER

FIG. 1

(57) Abstract: Several small diameter short width rolls (124) of plastic film (108) are wound from a larger width and length of
plastic web in a continuous manner. The disclosed apparatus slits the larger width plastic web into several narrower width plastic
webs, positions the slit webs on a single large diameter winding drum ( 110) and then winds each narrower width web at a separate
winding turret ( 112, 114). At each turret, the plastic web is rolled around a first mandrel until the roll achieves the desired size.
Then, a second mandrel contacts, the plastic web and the plastic web is severed between the first mandrel and second mandrel and
attached to a second mandrel to be rolled into a roll of desired length. The process is repeated at each turret such that the several
plastic webs are simultaneously wound in a continuous fashion.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of)
inventions in this international application, as follows:

1 . claims: 1-28

An apparatus for indexing winding cores on a winder,
comprising:
a winding drum configured to carry a continuous plastic web;
a chassis configured to translate toward and away from the
surface of the winding drum, each chassis carrying:
a winding turret with a plurality of winding positions, a
mandrel attached at each winding position, the winding
turret rotating
about a hub;
a knife edge coupled to an actuator that presses the knife
edge against the continuous plastic web on the surface of
the winding drum, thereby cutting the continuous plastic web
between two positions when actuated; and
a controller configured to:

press a first mandrel against the winding drum such that the
continuous plastic web winds on the first mandrel;
move a second mandrel against the winding drum into
contact with the continuous plastic web;
actuate the knife edge to cut the continuous plastic
web between the first mandrel and the second mandrel to
start winding the continuous plastic web on the second
mandrel ;
and
thereafter move the first mandrel away from the
surface of the winding drum.

2 . claims: 29-39
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FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM PCT/ISA/ 2 1 0

A method for indexing winding cores on a winder, comprising
the steps of:

(a) pressing a first mandrel, mounted on a turret carrying a
plurality of mandrels, against a surface of a winding drum
and winding a
continuous plastic web around the first mandrel;
(b) moving the turret to continue pressing the first mandrel
against the surface of the winding drum and to begin
pressing a second
mandrel mounted on the turret against the continuous plastic
web on the
surface of the winding drum;
(c) cutting the continuous plastic web on the surface of the
winding drum between the first mandrel and second mandrel to
start winding
the continuous plastic web on the second mandrel; and
(d) thereafter, moving the turret to move the first mandrel
away
from the surface of the winding drum while continuing to
press the second
mandrel against the surface of the winding drum, and
a system for continuously winding multiple plastic webs,
comprising:
a winding drum carrying a plurality of continuous plastic
webs along
non-overlapping longitudinal positions on its surface;
a plurality of winding turrets, each turret located at a
longitudinal
position corresponding to the position of a different one of
the plurality of
continuous plastic webs on the surface of the winding drum,
the turrets
located at different circumferenti al locations rel ative t o
the surface of the
winding drum.

3. cl aims : 40-46

A winder comprising:
a winding drum configured to carry at least one continuous
plastic web;
at least one winding turret configured to wind the at least
one
continuous plastic web from the surface of the winding drum;
a doctor blade downstream of the at least one winding turret
configured to remove waste plastic web material from the
surface of the winding drum; and
a conveyor configured to transport the removed waste plastic
web
material to a waste recovery area.

4 . claims: 47-61
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An apparatus for edge trimming a plastic web comprising:
a cylindrical roller around a circumferential portion of
which a
continuous plastic web is directed;
a plurality of circumferential grooves located at
longitudinal positions on the roller, the circumferential
grooves located underneath the position of
the continuous plastic web on the roller;
a knife edge, at least a portion of which is located within
one of the
plurality of circumferential grooves; and
at least one finger that is outboard of the knife edge and
is located in at least one circumferential groove, at least
one finger configured to lift a cut
edge of the continuous plastic web and direct the edge of
the continuous plastic web to a conveyor that moves the edge
of the continuous plastic web
away from the apparatus; and
a method of winding rolls of plastic film, comprising:
providing a continuous plastic web;

slitting the continuous plastic web into a plurality of
narrow,
continuous plastic webs;
laying the plurality of narrow continuous plastic webs on a
cylindrical winding drum, each of the plurality of narrow
continuous plastic
webs located at a different longitudinal location on the
cylindrical winding drum;
at each of the plurality of narrow, continuous plastic webs
on the
winding drum:
(a) pressing a first mandrel, mounted on a turret carrying
a plurality of mandrels, against the surface of the winding
drum and winding the narrow, continuous plastic web around
the first mandrel ;
(b) moving the turret to continue pressing the first mandrel
against the surface of the winding drum and to begin
pressing a second mandrel mounted on the turret against the
surface
of the winding drum upstream of the first mandrel;
(c) cutting the narrow, continuous plastic web between the
first mandrel and the second mandrel to start winding the
continuous plastic web on the second mandrel;
(d) thereafter, moving the turret to move the first mandrel
away from the surface of the winding drum while continuing
to press
the second mandrel against the surface of the winding drum
and
winding the narrow, continuous plastic web on the second
mandrel ;
(e) removing the finished roll of narrow, continuous plastic
web from the first mandrel; and
(f) repeating steps (a) through (e) with the second
mandrel becoming the first mandrel.
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FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM PCT ΛSA/ 210

5. c l aims : 62-69

An apparatus for automatic, winding of plastic film,
comprising:
a source of a continuous plastic web;

a slitting mechanism configured to cut the continuous
plastic web longitudinally into a plurality of narrow,
continuous plastic webs;
a cylindrical winding drum configured to carry the plurality
of
narrow, continuous plastic webs along a portion of its

circumference, each of
the plurality of narrow, continuous plastic webs located at
a different
longitudinal location on the cylindrical winding drum;
a plurality of winding turrets, each winding turret having a
plurality
of winding positions, a winding mandrel at each position,
and each turret aligned with one of the plurality of narrow,
continuous plastic webs on the
winding drum;
a knife edge associated with each of the plurality of
turrets and
coupled to an actuator that presses the knife edge against
the narrow,
continuous plastic web, thereby cutting the narrow,
continuous plastic web, between two winding positions; and
a controller configured to control each winding turret and
associated
knife edge to:

press a first mandrel against the winding drum such that the
aligned narrow, continuous plastic web winds on the first
mandrel ;
move a second mandrel against the winding drum into contact
with the aligned narrow, continuous plastic web;

activate the associated knife edge to cut the aligned
narrow,
continuous plastic web between the first mandrel and the
second
mandrel to start winding the aligned narrow, continuous
plastic web on the second mandrel; and
thereafter move the first mandrel away from the surface of
the
winding drum.

6 . c l aims : 70-79
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FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM POT/ISA/ 2 10

A cutting apparatus for a winder comprising:
a knife edge configured to contact the surface of a winding
drum at a
shallow angle directed towards a continuous plastic web
laying on the
surface of the winding drum;
a first pressurized air source; and
one or more passages through which air from the pressurized
air
source is directed along a flat surface of the knife edge to

impinge on the
winding drum at substantially the shallow angle, the
impinging air lifting the
continuous plastic web from the surface of the winding drum
when the knife
edge cuts the continuous plastic web; and
a method for transferring a plastic web from a winding drum
to a winding
mandrel, comprising:
contacting a continuous plastic web on the surface of a
rotating
winding drum with a knife edge at a shallow angle configured
to cut the
plastic web; and
blowing air along a surface of the knife edge at

substantially the
shallow angle such that at least a portion of the air
travels under the cut in the
continuous plastic web between the surface of the winding
drum and the
continuous plastic web, causing the continuous plastic web
to lift away from
the surface of the winding drum.
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